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STATEMENT OF INTENT
Artwork Description. What does it look 
like? What is the subject matter? How did 
you use the elements of art? 
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Process. How did you create your artwork? 
What skills or techniques did you use to 
create this artwork? What was your goal for 
this artwork and were you able to achieve 
your goal? Why or why not? ST

EP
 3

Reflection. What did you learn through 
creating this artwork? Are the results as you 
expected? Why or why not? How will this 
piece influence your future artwork?
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Artistic Intent. What inspired you to create 
this artwork? What ideas and/or emotions 
does this artwork convey? Did your idea 
change as you worked? Which aspects were 
planned and which were discovered?ST

EP
 2

In this artwork I created

This artwork is about

I was inspired by 

and incorporated this into my artwork by

I created this artwork by first 

then

and finally

Through making this artwork I learned

I feel  

about this artwork.

In this artwork I created a GIF of a fluttering butterfly. This artwork is about me, because the 
butterfly represents how I am experiencing and going through new things.

I was inspired by the metamorphosis of a caterpillar into a butterfly and incorporated this into my 
artwork by showing how I am growing up and changing and becoming a little more independent. 

I created this artwork by first trying to move the butterfly without moving the background, then 
had to keep trying and finally I got the hang of it. 

Through making this artwork I learned how to make a GIF. I feel proud about this artwork 
because I got the butterfly to move around at a good pace after lots of trial and error.
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I used       to show 

My original idea was     but as I worked it changed because 

My goal(s) for this artwork were

This piece will influence my future artwork because

(Element of Art) (Main Idea of Artwork)
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